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Pupil of the Week 

Times Tables Champions 

Writer of the Week 

Good Learner 

The lucky winner of Learner of the Week this week was Bailey S from Blue Class.  

Congratulations, a very big well done to you! 

Miss Hollick Joe B (Green) Miss Spence Olivia E  (Yellow) 

Miss Houlden Eva C  (Indigo) Mr Palk Harry C-T (Orange) 

Mr Broadbent William O (Red) Miss Birch Sheldon B (Orange) 

Yellow Edith O - For great improvement with her organization skills. 

Freddie R  - For trying really hard with his English work and trying to push his vocabulary. 

Indigo John C - For being so eager to contribute during discussions. 

Freya E - For persevering when trying to show pride in her work. 

Green Willow E - For a fantastic attitude in her learning. Willow has grown in confidence and it’s lovely to see! 

Ollie S - For trying extremely hard with his handwriting and making good progress. 

Blue Thea M - For finding facts at home to help with her work in school. 
Daniel E - For helping others with their work when they had been out of class. 

Orange Amaar A  -  For always having a fantastic attitude in class. 

Cowan C - For always having an amazing attitude in maths and checking his answers. 

Red Charlie H - For showing great enthusiasm in class and always being extremely polite. 

Ellie B - For always having a positive attitude towards learning and putting 110% effort in. 

Yellow Lexi T - For thinking carefully about the structure of a myth. 

Indigo Hriyaan P - For creating some detailed character descriptions about Thor. 

Green Jasmine W - For having a great understanding of the features of a myth and can explain the effect on the 

reader. 

Blue Kiera B - For showing resilience in English lessons and mastering colons. 

Orange Ebeneezer C - For showing resilience in English lessons and mastering colons. 

Red Dorothy S - For  an outstanding effort when writing a character description. 

We have 3 classes who have reached over 96% this week. That’s fabulous! Our whole school       
attendance was 96.04% which is continuing our achievement from last week. Red Class had 99.69%      
attendance, which is great! A reminder that we have a class Pizza Party towards the end of term for 

the class who have had over 96% attendance the most times so it’s something for the children to look 
forward to. It is very close between classes at the minute! We appreciate you sending your child in 

each and every day as this counts towards their class prize. We had 138 children with 100%          
attendance so very well done to them.                                                                                        

The individual winner was Ebeneezer C (Orange Class) 


